MANAGING VISITOR JUST GOT EASIER & EFFECTIVE
Introducing VMS— the all new way to greet your visitor.
Imagine that you are waiting in a queue at the security desk, to
fill in a visitor pass or form. The waiting seems endless as the
queue doesn't seems to move out quickly. Your entire perception on the functionality of the organization would have by
this time taken a negative side.

First impression lasts. Now imagine if the entire process had
been automated, would it have heightened your perception of
the organization that you are visiting. You can prevent your
visitors from facing a similar situation and welcome them in
smiling.
Come along and try our VMS, your visitor will never feel the
same again.

Visitor Management System (VMS)
VMS is the premier software for visitor management and tracking. A great value for small as well
as medium businesses and organizations looking for an effective visitor management solution, the
VMS is secure, simple to implement, and extremely user-friendly. This software is ideal for companies and organizations with single or multiple users and locations. Track visitors, verify credentials,
create detailed activity logs and reports, interface with existing databases, and much more.

Satisfy your visitor
VMS is the tool that adapts to the needs of many demanding clients and is packed with functionality
that helps you satisfy your visitors at the very first go.
High reliability
Each functionality delivered by VMS is of highest reliability to ensure fast payback for the wise investment being made.
Improve organization image
With the advantage VMS gives you, you may now easily and swiftly streamline your reception or
security desk thereafter reducing the visitor waiting time. This will greatly enhance your organization image, spearheading into the new technological era.
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Introducing VMS— the all new way to greet your visitor.
Visitor Management System — Benefits
Intuitive user experience for best performance
With the advantage VMS gives you, you may now easily and swiftly
streamline your reception or security desk thereafter reducing the visitor
waiting time. This will greatly enhance your organization image, spearheading into the new technological era.
With VMS, you can track the visitor’s record effectively compare to the
traditional log book.

Configurable standalone and networked environment
VMS is designed to run on standalone and networked mode. This means
you may run the system in a standalone computer or linked several computers to share same data source.
Such flexibility allows VMS to adapt to future changes in your operation
environment within the organization.

Capturing information from MyKad and more...
Visitor information can be read from MyKad to expedite sign on process
and thus reduce traffic. System able to read previous visitor’s information from database and further increase the visitor processing time.
Capability to read MyKad also able to reduce data entry error by system
operator. System has many optional fields to capture additional visitor
information based on organizational needs.

Extensive visitor management
With VMS, now you can manage your visitor from your own desk. VMS
allows you to view current visitor in the building as well as visitor that
visited your organization in any given date or range of date.
On any suspicious visitor, you may blacklist them to avoid them from
entering your organization.

Flexible access right management
It is important that VMS gives you the full control over assignment of
operation access rights to your staff to ensure segregation of duty is observed.
VMS has a stringent password policy to ensure your system is not easily
accessible by unauthorized personnel.
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